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A Passion for Contemporary
Design and Art

The contemporary designs of Toby
Zack and the owner’s vibrant art con-
nection created a posh spirit to the home
in Royal Palm Beach County Club,
Boca Raton, Florida.

The couple lived for many years in a
luxury ocean front condo. After decid-
ing to move to a home, they knew ex-
actly what they wanted. Their dream
house had to be on one level, 3500 to
4000 sq. ft., four bedrooms, and an open
floor plan and needed to have big win-
dows to create light and brightness.
Built in 1995 is one of Boca Raton’s
finest neighborhoods. This house fit all
the desired criteria’s.

The couple hired Toby Zack Designs,
long considered the best for contempo-
rary design in South Florida to create a
sophisticated interior, design the patio
area and changes to the front entry to
achieve this goal. 

- CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE -

INTERIOR DESIGN 
Toby Zack
Plantation, Fl
954.967.8629

PHOTOGRAPHY
Dan Forer, Miami, Fl.
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Working with her design team, Denise Pernarella, Jose Arango and Toby selected and created pieces that resulted in a contemporary, one
of a kind home much as she has done for years in Florida, Canada and South America.The home was renovated from top to bottom starting
with a new roof, impact glass windows, fresh landscaping, travertine tiles and a new summer kitchen for the patio.

The interior was treated by removing the faux fireplace, sanding and sealing the original travertine floors. Quartz replaced granite in the
kitchen and the master bath was completely redone. The owner says she loves the house more than ever and is excited every time she walks
in. Toby designed a fabulous living room scene with a custom made A. Rudin white sofa and four wood framed chairs all covered in high
quality Sunbrella fabric. The homeowner says “Everywhere you sit is extremely comfortable” I chose Sunbrella so we did not have to
worry the dogs, grandchildren and even a red wine spill. 

The art is featured prominently in this room and throughout the house. The oil canvas “Gigi” by artist Nguream is a living room focal point
for its size and vibrant colors. Other artwork includes a figurative sculpture by Lawrence Feir and a Pion Sigaretto glass sculpture purchased
at Murano in Venice by the couple. The small table of ebonized Asti with bronze legs is by Antoine Provlx from J. Batachelor. 

(above) Toby designed a custom made
bar with open wall storage. Leather
barstools by Pellizeoni from The Toby
Collection. Custom made chairs and a
sofa from the Toby Collection is cov-
ered in Sunbrella fabric.

(Left) Toby designed a media area
where family and friends can meet in a
friendly, relaxed atmosphere. The cus-
tom sofa and chairs are from The Toby
Collection covered in Sunbrella fabric.
The 96” sofa back table in fine grain
oak from The Toby Collection is a suble
room divider. The leather ottoman is
from Edelman Leather. The organic
painting Waterway” by Miguel Reves
accents the informality of the space.

- THE END -
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Using Color to Transform Your Space
Interior Design: Decorating Den Interiors - DezinerTonie, LLC
Photography: Decorating Den Interiors - DezinerTonie, LLC

Text: Decorating Den Interiors - DezinerTonie, LLC

The elegant dining room featured above evokes calm, happy and welcoming emotions. The open windows accented
with soft drapery let all of the glorious sunlight in so these clients can enjoy making happy memories together as a
family. The chandeliers bring an elegance to the space, along with the accents of gold on the velvet dining room side

chairs. The fabrics in this dining room help to style a neutrally colored space with dual textured chairs that offer color and a
comfortable yet elegant feel. Think of the elements, textures, fabrics and shapes you love best from your favorite interior design
styles and bring them together cohesively in one space. This is exactly what you’ll see in the exciting and bold design of the
living room on the right. Touches of classic, elegant decor such as the chandelier and coffee table paired with the modern design
of the accent chair and sofa create an exciting space to entertain in! Brighter and more vivid colors like orange and blue create
a fun and lively atmosphere, so don’t be afraid to add those bold colors to your space!

- CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE -

COVER STORYYour color scheme is a vital part of your home’s
interior design. Colors can evoke very specific
emotions and set incredibly particular moods,

which is why choosing the right combination is all-
important for achieving your desired effect. Some
palettes are more effective than others in creating
distinct atmospheres, so let’s have a look at a few
of our favorite, effective color combinations. 



An all-white kitchen has been one of the most highly sought after designs for many years, however
this trend is slowly fading away. Many clients are shifting toward bold cabinetry, natural elements,
patterned wallpaper, and colorful seating. Although this kitchen features all white cabinetry and back-
splash, personality is added to the space with a rustic walnut finished island, antique brass chandeliers,
and blue upholstered barstools. The various finishes chosen in this design brings contrast and unique-
ness to the space.

- CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE -



The pairing of blue and white is a strong union that’s still soft on the eye. It’s clean and fresh,
and it can be combined with other neutral tones and natural elements to create some depth or
soften a kitchen’s overall look. This coastal decor is reminiscent of Florida’s beautiful sand
and sea. The white cabinetry is paired perfectly with a soft blue backsplash and a brighter,
yet still soft blue painted island. The barstools bring in the natural element of weathered wood.
The cool tones in this kitchen pair well with stainless steel appliances in the space. Coastal
design works especially well in areas that maximize natural light, creating breezy, crowd-
pleasing spaces with a fresh Florida feel!

Today, we see black emerging as a timeless classic, bringing
sophistication and elegance to a space, as we see in this cus-
tom bar and entertainment space. Black is a transformative
color, and it can bring drama and excitement to a space. The
geometric wallpaper used on the bar wall becomes the mag-
netic center of this space. The accents of gold in the hardware,
faucet, and chandelier bring an opulence to the space that ex-
udes sophistication and elegance. Contrast and texture are
brought into the space in the maple wood flooring, sleek lines
on the barstools, and various fabric textures in the sitting area.
When using bold colors in your space, balance is key. When
black is artfully combined with other colors, textures, and fin-
ishes, it can transform your space into a stylish, inviting space.
These clients will undoubtedly impress their guests when they
enter this entertainment space!

- CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE -



With summer quickly approaching, it is time to transform your outdoor space to create a vibrant
area for summer entertainment! Embrace the concept of an outdoor kitchen and elevate your back
patio into a fun Florida retreat. Consider adding a grill, or even a kitchen nook complete with run-
ning water under a charming pergola. Add a firepit for cozy nighttime entertainment and fun. Soak
up all of the beautiful Florida weather with friends and family by transforming your outdoor space.
These clients brought in blue and green tones to this outdoor space, which translates into a calming
space that all of their guests can enjoy. You’ll notice that textures and natural elements were also
brought into this design to provide contrast and depth.  



If you’re looking to transform your space with color, hues of blue are a great choice for many reasons. Blue is a very versatile color,
a very dramatic blue can bring a strong, dramatic flare as you see in the stunning pool seating area pictured on the left. The various
tones of blue featured in this space bring in the beautiful element of water combined with the firepits to bring the drama and flare
to this special space. 

A bright blue brings in an electric pop of color, as shown in the cheerful living area pictured on the bottom left. The combination
of blue and white in this space is one of our favorite combinations. This color combination is sure to bring in the maximum amount
of light to your space. The color blue absorbs the least amount of light in a space, which makes it pop. When combined with white,
it creates a space that is lighter and brighter than before! These clients wanted to evoke a feeling of fun and happiness, so blue and
white was an easy choice for the color scheme. Pulling in different shades of blue created an exciting contrast that made this enter-
tainment space anything but boring. A perfect space to enjoy everything Florida has to offer!

A light blue can bring calmness to a space, much like the primary bedroom featured in the photo below. This bedroom features the
perfect touch of aqua blue to evoke a calming, restful feeling in the space. It is paired with a variety of neutral colors and textures,
which creates a timeless design that the client’s will enjoy for years to come. 

Whether you are transforming your living area, bedroom, dining room, or outdoor space, the color scheme will be the center of your
design approach. This can often be overwhelming when deciding on the perfect design for your space. If you’re ready to transform
your space using the perfect color scheme, contact Deziner Tonie today for your complimentary in-home consultation!

- THE END -



Transitional Design that 
Transcends Expectations

Additional amenities included extended cabinets
to provide storage, a mixer shelf cabinet, pull out
trash cans, and pull-out spice rack and utensil rack
on either side of the range – all of which fully extend
and are soft close doors and drawers. 

Additionally, special care was taken to maintain
the integrity of the existing wood floor and Feinberg
was able to repurpose the paneling to accommodate
the new design around the wall and island.

The result was a beautiful representation of tran-
sitional design, a bright and welcoming space, and a
very happy client. Allied Kitchen & Bath is a family
owned and operated home remodeling business cel-
ebrating 40 years of service and success. Feinberg
and the dedicated team at Allied are always commit-
ted to putting the client first and welcome new clients
and industry partners to visit their expansive show-
room in Fort Lauderdale.    

- THE END -

When asked to reimagine the kitchen and din-
ing space for a client, Rob Feinberg, a Cer-
tified Kitchen Designer at Allied Kitchen &

Bath knew that a transitional design would elevate the
space and complement the client’s lifestyle.

His vision began with broader open spaces to allow
for more appliances and amenities to entertain guests,
and a brighter palate to create a welcoming space. Re-
modeling can be difficult, however working with Allied
Kitchen & Bath is your key to a successful project.

Existing flooring needed to be considered, as this
was part of the full downstairs flooring .  Walls that
were removed, and soffits remodeled, needed to be
modified to work with these existing conditions. Codes
for venting needed to be taken care of as it’s more than
just a pretty hood, but access needs to be addressed.

He replaced the lower seating that was built into
the original island and replaced it with a bold, larger is-
land where more people could convene around. The is-
land was built with a unique white porcelain that
brightened the space, and set the 

tone of the entire kitchen. Subtle yet clean lines
throughout the design followed the flow of the island
and helped create a more cohesive look, while still al-
lowing ample space throughout the kitchen for guests
to move about.

An impressive and unique highlight, and quite a
showstopper, is the hood. It was created from the same
porcelain used in the counter tops and shelf installa-
tions. Custom paints highlight the space, and a brighter
blue accent tile provided a welcomed pop of color and
calming aesthetic.

To accommodate the client’s love for entertaining,
Feinberg designed several features that would wow any
visitor. From, lit cabinets and glass accents,  a wine
fridge and built in bar area, and a high-end specialty
range, to a dual refrigerator freezer column and stacked
speed and traditional ovens, every element was in-
tended to help the host not only make the space func-
tional, as well as impress her friends and family with ease. 

- CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE -
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DESIGNED BY 
Rob Feinberg ,CKD 
Certified Kitchen Designer
Allied Kitchen and Bath 
Ft Lauderdale , Fl
alliedkitchenandbath.com
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